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Hedonism or responsibility? Film debates
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By Kelsey Dayton
Hunter Wood was at a crossroads in his life. He’d
arrived in Jackson about a decade earlier planning to
ski for a while and then move on.
He never moved on. It was time, his father said, to
leave bartending and ski tuning behind and go to dental school.
Wood wasn’t so sure. His passion was in the mountains. He wanted to ski. He didn’t want to ski just anything, he wanted to ski the Grand Teton.
Emmy-winning filmmaker David Reichert, who
has worked on shows like “Deadliest Catch” and “Blue
Planet,” knew Wood and saw the dilemma so many
people face. Do you do the respectable thing or do you
do what you love?
“That was the story I wanted to tell,” Reichert said,
“about the guy who had to decide between his passion
and what other people are telling him to do.”
The result was a film that took seven years and followed Wood as he struggled to decide what direction
to steer his life and whether or not he would go for
his dream of skiing the Grand Teton or head to dental
school. The independent documentary “One Mountain” premieres Friday in Jackson at the Center for
the Arts after the TEDxJacksonHole talks.
“It’s full of beautiful skiing and lots of dangerous
skiing, but there’s more than that,” Reichert said. “It’s
more than a ski film.”
The heart of the story is one of a father and son who
see the world very differently, Reichert said. Wood’s
family doesn’t understand his passion for skiing.
It’s an age-old choice many people face: pursuing a
passion or enjoying stability in a respectable career.
Then you add in the beauty and danger of extreme skiing in the mountains.
In the end, Wood doesn’t go to dental school, and he
skis the mountain. It might seem that is giving away
the ending, but that is just a piece of film.
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In a scene from “One Mountain,” Hunter Wood is on his way to fulfilling his dream of skiing the Grand Teton.

Through interviews with other athletes, like Jimmy
Chin and Tommy Moe, Reichert explores the draw of
mountain sports but also the dangers, like avalanches.
“It really explores the mountains and why people, in
this case Hunter, will risk everything to go out there,”
Reichert said. “We try to understand why people do it,
why people risk everything to go into the mountains
and understand what the dangers are and why they
love it so much. The feeling of skiing, what is it?”
Reichert met Wood when they were both on a ski
team in high school. They reconnected years later.
Reichert learned Wood was at a point in life where
he had to make a decision. Reichert saw him as a
person who might accomplish athletic feats others
only dream of but was still facing similar struggles
as others.
Reichert filmed the movie by asking friends to
carry heavy equipment as they hiked hundreds of
days in the mountains, slogging long hours to film

one run. There were often days he didn’t know how
Wood’s story would end. After some of his friends
were hurt skiing, Wood considered giving up pursuing the Grand Teton. Reichert kept filming.
A story focusing on someone’s life can be hard to
end. After seven years, the ending finally came on the
day Wood skied the Grand.
Three teams shot the crucial scene. Reichert filmed
with a long lens from the Middle Teton. One person
filmed on the Grand, and they hired a plane to catch
the descent from the air.
It took three days as they waited on weather, but
Wood made the descent, and Reichert knew the filming was finished.
When people see “One Mountain,” Reichert hopes
they are impressed by the skiing and the scenery, but
he wants them to take away a lesson from Wood.
“The point is,” Reichert said, “follow your heart and
in the end you’ll be happiest.”

Vhay’s horse named best painting in magazine contest
‘Dreamwalker’s Dream’
earns kudos from
Art Horse.
By Richard Anderson
According to American Indian lore,
when the medicine man Dreamwalker was on a journey across the plains,
he was approached by a black stallion, a red stallion and a yellow stallion, each of which offered to give him
a ride. But it was only when a white
stallion appeared and made the same
offer that Dreamwalker accepted.
The white stallion embodies all the
powers of the others — a balanced
medicine shield of clarity, work, play,
joy, humor and wisdom.
That, said Jackson artist September Vhay, is the idea behind her
painting “Dreamwalker’s Dream,”
which this month was named winner
of Art Horse magazine’s 2012 Ex Arte
Equinus painting competition.
“I’m floored,” she said of the honor.
“I submit every year. I’ve had numerous awards from them, but never a
first-place award.”

Jackson artist September Vhay’s “Dreamwalker’s Dream” is the winner of Art
Horse magazine’s 2012 Ex Arte Equinus painting competition.

The 24-by-36-inch oil on Belgian
linen is a loving, astutely observed portrait of a horse, C. Quinto, owned by a
friend in Idaho, Vhay said. She depicts
the stallion almost head-on with a

great sense of depth, gesture and personality. The steed’s mane flies in the
wind. Its knowing eyes penetrate.
As its name suggests, the semiannual Art Horse magazine is published

for equine artists, equine art collectors
and lovers of all things equine. Articles
include pieces on historical horses and
art, breeds and artist interviews.
“It’s all about the art and it’s all
about the horses,” the magazine’s
website,
ArtHorseMagazine.com,
states. “What else is there?”
The sixth annual international Ex
Arte Equinus competition attracted
about 1,000 entries, Vhay said. Winners were chosen in painting, drawing, photography, digital art and
sculpture categories.
In addition to her first place in
painting, Vhay won honorable mention for “Blue Mustang.” In years past,
she has won the competition’s editor’s
choice award, the fine art imaging
award and third place in painting.
“It’s so important that organizations like this are putting out awards,”
she said. “It’s very validating. … And
it’s a great way for collectors and artists to gather and be inspired.”
Vhay’s winning entries will be
printed in a future edition of Art Horse
and in the catalog of the 2012 Ex Arte
Equinus competition. She shows her
work in Jackson at Altamira Fine Art.

Miami talent returning to lead salsa and tango classes
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By Emma Breysse
Dancers’ Workshop is inviting Jacksonites to shake
what their mommas gave them with a new salsa
workshop series and a guest instructor from Miami.
After teaching a popular series of classes in October, Nelson Vallin will teach a week of salsa workshops the first week of February.

“He’s just got a really great and welcoming personality,” said Amelia Terrapin, Dancers’ Workshop’s
adult program coordinator. “He makes it easy for beginners to enter that world and feel comfortable.”
Vallin, who specializes in Cuban-style salsa, will
teach one beginner class and two intermediate classes each night Monday through Feb. 8, with a salsa
dance party as a finale. He also will lead an introduction to tango workshop from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. Feb. 9.
‘“This is a great opportunity for everyone, even
our regular salsa instructors, to learn something
new,” Terrapin said. “It just kind of raises the bar for
everybody to take a class from someone at his level.”
Dancers’ Workshop has a growing group of students taking salsa classes from regular instructor
Jake Hodge, Terrapin said. The high interest in

learning and dancing salsa is one of the reasons the
organization invited Vallin to return, she said.
Those interested in the Miami instructor’s workshop should come to the first beginner class Monday
to be evaluated and placed at the appropriate skill
level, Terrapin said. After that, beginner classes will
start at 6 p.m., intermediate level one classes at 7
p.m. and intermediate level two classes 8 p.m. Monday through Feb. 8.
All are welcome at the tango workshop and the
salsa party.
To register, call 733-6398 or visit DWJH.org. The
workshops cost $100 for singles and $150 for couples.
The salsa party and tango workshop are free for salsa workshop participants. For others, the party costs
$10 and the tango workshop $30.

